Abstract. People pay more and more attention to health with the development of society. In addition, owing to the uncertain pathological cause, more and more kinds of malignant tumor seriously affect our health. In order to reduce the economic loss and protect the safety of our life, it is necessary to forecast the occurrence of malignant tumor and make prevention countermeasures. Conventional grey model has usually been used for forecasting in disease prediction, but it has significant limitations. Improved grey forecasting model in malignant tumor is established based on interpolation optimization.
Introduction
In recent years, malignant tumor has been recognized as one of the most serious diseases for human health around the world. The amount of malignant tumor patients increases in growing numbers with rapid development of urban modernization. The amount of malignant tumor patients takes a large proportion in total amount of people in China. It will easily bring about enormous personnel's casualty, which leads to disastrous economic loss, and bad social influence. So it is extremely important for lowering personnel's casualty and economic loss to master malignant tumor occurrence regularity and make prevention countermeasures as soon as possible. Therefore, in order to take the way of sustainable development, it has the vital practical significance to provide the statistical data and the amount of malignant tumor patients forecast.
The forecasting model of malignant tumor is a typical model in the grey system theory which was pioneered by Deng [1] . The principle of grey prediction is to find regularities from discrete data, and its essence is to create new data series and establish new prediction model by dealing with raw data series and weakening its randomness. There are many complicated influencing factors for malignant tumor. Although one malignant tumor patient has randomness and contingency other than regularity, many malignant tumor patients during one period have certain probability regularity, which fluctuate within a certain range.
Some factors are certain but others uncertain in one patient. So the forecasting model can be successfully applied in actual predication .Many models along with co-integrated techniques, regression analysis, a univariate trigonometric have been successfully applied to a number of studies to analyze and forecast. GM (1,1) model is the most commonly approach in prediction. It has the advantages of few data demand, convenient calculation and used widely consequently.
However, it also has some limitations. Therefore, in recent years, research on improved GM (1,1) model has attracted many attention. Liu [9] uses the conventional GM (1,1) model to forecast data. Tang [10] uses Lagrange interpolation formula to reconstruct the background value. Li [11] uses the Newton-Cores formula to reconstruct the background value. Wang [12] uses Gauss-Chebyshev formula to reconstruct the background value. It improves prediction accuracy of models to some extent.
The aim of this paper is to focus on forecasting for malignant tumor using the grey predictive modeling based on interpolation optimization and make prevention countermeasures as soon as possible.
Conventional GM (1,1) Forecasting Model
The original data of malignant tumor patients in certain area are:
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Applying accumulated generating operation, it can get that:
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(1) ( ) x k is called accumulated generating operation of (0) ( ) x k denoted as 1-AGO. The first order linear ordinary differential equation expressed as:
. dx ax b dt (1) Which is called whitened differential equation of GM (1,1), of which the difference form is:
Where a,b are parameters to be identified. a is called developing coefficient, and b is called grey input. Solve it using least square method and obtain:
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(2) In (2), the background value is formulated as (1) (1)
The discrete solution of (1) is:
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The reduction value is:
During the above GM (1,1) modeling process, it can be found that developing coefficient a and grey input b have great influences on simulation and prediction accuracy of the model. However, it shows that the values of a and b depend on the construction of the background value. Therefore, to construct a new background value form is the key to optimize and modify conventional GM (1,1) model.
Improvement GM (1,1) Model Based On Interpolation Optimization
In the conventional model, using consecutive neighbors means (1) (1)
trapezoidal area with exponential curve side of (1) ( ) x t is replaced by straight-edge trapezoidal area. The shortcoming is that, as the exponential increases, data sequence varies greatly and the prediction result will have big error ( S ' ). That will influence the applicability of the model to some extent. In order to overcome this shortcoming, we first present a new construction method of the background value combinative interpolation optimization method, which uses numerical approximation idea combining interpolation algorithm to resolve this problem and reduce error.
Step1: Divide the interval [ , 1]
k k into three equal intervals:
Establish quadric Lagrange interpolation polynomial 2 ( ) P t which is submit to
Then we get : (1) (1) 
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Step4: Calculate the numerical integration of the background value.
(
x k x k (3) Substitute the conclusion of Step2 into (3) and get the optimized background value. 
Discussion
The forecasting result of grey forecasting model cannot be completely precise because there are many complex reasons external or internal. As time goes on, because of the deterioration of the environment and increasing in population, we will face more and more serious problems for human health. One side, we should pay attention to food safety. There are many shortcomings and problems in Chinese law on food safety system. There are many serious illegal activities in Chinese food industry at present. These will bring very large living space in unsafe food production. Food insecurity leads to the disease. In order to exclude the foods in danger in time, the government should establish a complete food safety guarantee system, formulate corresponding measures to protect our health and carry out the security inspection regularly. Medical institutions will improve the detection techniques to ensure food safety to provide technical support. The relevant departments should strength supervision and stop the illegal acts at the same time. We should control the unsafe food to a minimum. On the other side, we will enhance tumor knowledge education. Let people master the knowledge of tumor in common and arrange them to do medical examination regularly. We should
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